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Pool and Spa LAST WORD

A Life In The Day Of

Tony Line, managing director,
London Swimming Pool Company Ltd

L

ike many things in life, my introduction to the
pool industry was by trial and error – or is that
trial by ordeal! Starting in the pool business
was very much like that in the good old, bad old days
around the arrival of the liner pool.
I was originally in PR and had returned from an
extended stay in Spain when, via a contact of someone
in the music industry, I was offered a job by a company
called Active Pools based in Hendon. It was a huge
learning curve especially seeing so many liner pools
built incredibly badly!
I went self-employed, having two or three teams of
my own before, again an attack of the ‘wanderlust’, I
took up an opportunity to build pools in Saudi Arabia.
My sponsor was offered a number of 25m concrete
pools and nobody, including myself, had ever built
one before. I spent many-a-day trawling the streets
of Jeddah, going onto construction sites seeing how
steel was put together, formwork constructed and
concrete poured – getting it all watertight came later.
It was actually 1984, back in the UK that I started
London Swimming Pool Company. The first pool built
in my name was at a block of flats in Peckham now
refurbished at least twice and we still service it.

LUXURY POOLS
Now working with my co-director, Jamie Smith, who
joined the company some 10 years ago, I am very
proud of all that we have achieved as a team. Many
of our pools are extremely complex. My typical day
involves lots of emails and project meetings with
architects, structural engineers and clients. If not in
meetings, I am racing around sites checking on
progress. I would rather work with three or four high
level, luxury end pools now. We have worked hard to
earn our current status with an order book in excess
of £1.5 million.
The pool that has most significance for me was
built at the Chelsea Flower Show during 2006 and
was a real mission impossible – a fully tiled 14m
infinity edge pool built and working in 16 days.
Certainly, the Chelsea Flower Show project gave me
the most sleepless nights, the whole thing nearly
finished me mentally and physically but the show
garden with pool won GOLD – how much better can
it get!
Everything changes and evolves including pools.
My ambition is for the company and team to be at the
forefront of change, to tackle more and more complex
and demanding contracts, and yes, we will do it.

TREAD CAREFULLY
We all need to be careful with the future as there are
many uncertainties with international politics,
incompetent governance, energy and water resources
etc etc – in our sector we all need to focus our efforts
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to produce highly efficient and cost-effective
installations, all those involved in our sector need to
finally do it together – SPATA is a good enough place
to start.
I am grateful to have been associated with so many
very good people in this industry, many of whom
helped when they need not have done so. For example,
I will always remember Peter Geekie, then accepted
as the father of the industry, of Peter Geekie Ltd,
who was the first to offer credit when he didn’t know
me from Adam, just saying: “Pay me back when you
can.” Wow. Finally, I work with the very best bunch
of people ever – what incredible luck.”

 Tony Line founded the
London Swimming Pool
Company back in 1984
and learned his pool
building trade as a trial
by ordeal!

 Building a 14m fully
tiled infinity edge pool for
the Chelsea Flower Show
in 16 days nearly finished
him, says Tony Line.

